NAME
MEMO HOLDER PLANS

Initial Points

1. Cut piece of 1/2" pine 10" long with a HAND SAW. Put name on project and plans. 5 pts.
2. Transfer memo pattern on to piece of wood as demonstrated. 5 points
3. Cut along the top of each pattern using a COPING SAW. SAVE THE LINE. 5 points
4. Cut out the rest the of pattern. SAVE THE LINE GIVE SCRAPS TO KUHN 5 pts.
5. FILE the sides until they are smooth then SAND until both are the same size. 10 points
6. Drill 3/8” hole with HAND DRILL. Sand off all pencil marks. Put name on top 5 points
7. Measure 1" from each end on bottom. Stamp name in-between the 2 lines 5 points
8. Cut out where the spreaders go with the BACK SAW . Give 4 scraps to Kuhn. 5 points
9. File down each cut until it is exactly 1/2 of an inch. 10 points
10. Mark the FRONT and BACK piece on the 'X' side. 10 points
Cut 2 spreaders as demonstrated with the BACKSAW. Sand until they fit in place.
11. Mark where nails go. Bring up Plans and spreaders to get nails. Start nails 1st . 5 points
Nail the spreaders into place with glue with the X side facing out. Sides must be even
12. Mark where nails go. Bring up Plans and masonite to get nails. 5 points
Nail & Glue masonite in place. Make sure the sides are even.
13. Sand off all pencil marks and sand sides even. 5 points
14. Fill in all cracks as demonstrated. 5 points
15. Sand all over with 180 grit sand paper. 5 points

total
pts..

16. Stain as demonstrated. Let dry one day.
Nail metal pieces in place and hammer the sharp edges on the end of the metal pieces.
Write Mr. KUHN a note on the memo pad
Get project graded. 10 points

100 PTS.
POSSIBLE

FINAL
GRADE

Put arrow against the end of your wood
when you transfer the pattern.

